EMIS Change 22-37: Public Comments & Responses

*Please note that names and contact information have been removed from this document.

**Comment #1**
**Sent:** Friday, April 30, 2021 4:10 PM  
**To:** EDU EMISPublicComments <EMISPublicComments@education.ohio.gov>  
**Subject:** FY22 22-37 Add existing graduated related items to all main student windows

Hi,

I support this FY22 change because the earlier ODE collects data the better as it provides more opportunities for LEA’s to report this data to ODE and receive data reports in return to distribute and review.

This also encourages vendors to student software to have their systems configured earlier for compliancy. Also, as more data is collected real-time, more data can be displayed in the Ohio District Data EXchange system which enables districts who enroll this student later in the school year to be able to look up information about the student once they are reported with a matching SSID.

**From:** EDU EMISPublicComments <EMISPublicComments@education.ohio.gov>  
**Sent:** Wednesday, May 12, 2021 8:34 AM  
**Subject:** RE: FY22 22-37 Add existing graduated related items to all main student windows

Thank you for your feedback about adding existing graduated related items to all main student windows. This feedback is useful.
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